Physics & Space Sciences department presents:

Mul wavelength Observa ons of the SS 433 Jets

SS 433 is s ll the only source that is known to have emission lines from
ionized gas in a highly collimated jet from a compact object. Thus, it is
an important member of the ``microquasar'' class of X‐ray binaries. The
so‐called ``kinema c model'' describes the Doppler shi s of the blue‐
and redshi ed H lines as a pair of oppositely directed, precessing jets with speed, vj = 0.26c. We pre‐
sent observa ons of the SS 433 jets using the Chandra High Energy Transmission Gra ng Spectrometer
(HETGS) with contemporaneous op cal and VLBA observa ons. The X‐ray and op cal emission line
regions are found to be related but not coincident as the op cal line emission persists for days while
the X‐ray emission lines fade in less than 5000 s. The line Doppler shi s from the op cal and X‐ray
lines match well, limi ng the me delay between the X‐ray emission and op cal emission to less than
0.4 days, or less than 3 × 1014 cm apart. While line strengths and con nuum levels hardly change, the
jet Doppler shi s show aperiodic varia ons that could result from shocks in interac ons with the local
environment. These perturba ons are consistent with a change in jet direc on but not jet speed. The
proper mo ons of the radio knots match the kinema c model in direc on but not amplitude if the dis‐
tance to SS 433 is 5.5 kpc, indica ng that its distance should be 4.5 ± 0.2 kpc.the blueshi ed jet spec‐
trum is modeled as a mul ‐temperature thin thermal plasma. We derive constraints on the jet densi‐
ty, finding it to be in the range 1010‐13 cm‐3. Furthermore, there is a clear overabundance of Ni by a fac‐
tor of about 10 rela ve to the solar value. This overabundance may have resulted from an unusual
supernova that formed the compact object.
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